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Reader’s Role
In her essay "The Aesthetics o f Fear," Joyce Carol Oates asks her 

readers "Why should we wish to experience fear? W hat is the mysterious 
appeal, in the structured coherences o f art, o f such dissolving emotions as 
anxiety, dislocation, terror? Is fear a singular, universal experience, or is 
it ever-shifting, undefmable?"1 Western art has, in a certain sense, always 
been intrigued by and sought to explain that which frightens, which 
unsettles, which causes us to question our place within the world, and 
within ourselves. Oates reminds us that while we frequently position the 
objects o f our fear as monsters separate from us, sometimes those 
monsters are not so separate after all, but, as she remarks, are "in here, in 
the soul."2 The enduring influence of such thought is evident in the 
literary genre o f horror fiction, and the proliferation of new stories 
intended to elicit our fear suggests that the questions Oates asks are still 
relevant when considering why and how these narratives affect us.

Affective power is o f central importance to the success o f horror as a 
form art, and herein these forms have certain designs upon their 
audiences. They may prompt us to ask questions like Oates’, to consider 
our own humanity in light o f that which unfolds before us, where our 
responses o f shock and disgust act as the means by which we reassert 
boundaries between the monsters and ourselves. Nonetheless, the 
affective nature o f the work of horror demands that its audience develop 
some kind of investment in the story at hand; it simply does not work if  
it fails to affect its audience, if  its audience remains as detached observers 
o f a fictional world contained by a narrative. For the reader o f a piece of 
literary horror, there must exist some kind of personal stake in the

1 Joyce Carol Oates, "The Aesthetics o f Fear," in W here I've Been and W here I'm  Going: 

Essays, Reviews, and Prose (New York: Penguin, 1999), 26.
2 Oates, "The Aesthetics o f Fear," 30.
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narrative— in order for a literary iteration of this genre to be successful, it 
must draw its reader into the narrative and in so doing establish a 
connection with the reader, one which encourages the reader to model 
his or her responses to the narrative by way of the narrative itself. W hat 
literature in particular affords us more than any other artistic medium is 
intimate access to another's perspective— to the thoughts, feelings, and 
actions o f another which are directly transposed into the mind by way of 
words written on pages. In reading, we inhabit a perspective different 
from our own, through which we necessarily explore the realities of those 
characters with whom we proceed throughout the story. In reading a 
work of horror, more often than not our own responses, guided by our 
experience o f another’s perspective, are o f an affective kind and in turn 
instill within us an uncomfortable sensation of fear, perhaps especially 
when that fear, through an affective narrative design, is directed at 
ourselves.

Oates' fiction capitalizes on the affective power o f perspective, 
embedding its readers in imaginative dialogues with the characters found 
within her narratives. More specifically, Greg Johnson suggests that her 
"particular genius is her ability to convey psychological states with 
unerring fidelity," her characters depicted "within a psychological 
pressure-cooker, responding to intense personal and societal conflicts 
which lead almost inevitably to violence."3 In Oates' works, it is in the 
interchange between a character's psychological reality and the reader's 
sense o f self that the work of horror is carried out.4 These works are 
deeply unsettling, and purposefully so; the perspectives to which we are 
made privy and with which we are made to identify are almost always, to 
varying degrees, damaged by some form of violence. Oates' delivery of 
these perspectives in turn disturbs our sense o f ourselves as readers who 
exist in separation from the narrative reality: in Oates’ words, "One 
criterion of horror is that we are compelled to [...] inhabit the material 
without question and virtually as its protagonist."5 Her novel A Fair

3 G reg Johnson, Understanding Joyce Carol Oates, ed. M atthew  J .  Bruccoli (Columbia: 

University o f South Carolina, 1987), 8 ,1 8 .
4 For different genre studies on Oates' works, particularly her earlier G othic novels and 

her postmodern aesthetics, see Helene Meyers' Femicidal Fears: Narratives o f the G othic 
Experience (Albany: State University o f New Y ork Press, 2001) and Joanne V.
Creighton's Joyce Carol Oates: Novels o f the M iddle Years (New York: Twayne, 1992).

5 Joyce Carol Oates, "Reflections on the Grotesque," in Transmutations o f Horror in Late 
Twentieth Century A rt, ed. Cristoph Grunenberg (Cambridge: M IT  Press, 1997), 35.
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M aiden  makes use o f these techniques, where, for the majority o f the 
narrative, the autonomous voice which presents us with the story is 
engaged in free indirect discourse with the novel’s protagonist, Katya 
Spivak. It is this autonomous voice as it inhabits Katya’s voice that 
establishes the narrative ground, makes its conflicts available to us, and 
in effect guides us as readers into our own form of free indirect discourse 
with Katya. As Lauren Berlant suggests, "free indirect discourse 
performs the impossibility o f locating an observational intelligence" 
within another, "and therefore forces the reader to transact a different, 
more open relation of unfolding to what she is reading, judging, being, 
and thinking she understands."6 Berlant here describes an intersubjective 
framework between character and reader— one which is essential to the 
work o f horror and allows A Fair M aiden  to function as a piece o f literary 
horror. Through intimate access to Katya's personal reality, by having 
Katya’s voice guide us through the story, Oates establishes a complex 
system of identification which aligns— indeed, affects— us such that we 
become sympathetically and affectively bound to Katya, whose own 
perspective acts as the chief barometer o f the reality presented by the 
novel.

The novel itself explores the increasingly unsettling relationship 
between Katya, a precocious teenage nanny, and Marcus Kidder, an 
elderly and affluent artist. W e learn that Katya has travelled during her 
summer holidays to Bayhead Harbour in order to work for the 
Engelhardts, a nouveau riche nuclear family recently ensconced in upper- 
middle class opulence. In so doing, it is Katya’s goal to escape from her 
impoverished upbringing and her abusive mother, whom she both 
passionately loves and hates. On Oates' works more generally, Joanne V. 
Creighton notes that there exist only two "female types, Mothers and 
Daughters."7 In A Fair M aiden, Katya simultaneously embodies both, 
and she struggles ceaselessly against her liminal condition, not quite a 
child, not quite an adult. Contributing to Katya’s indefinite sense o f self 
is her role as surrogate-mother to various other characters— the 
Engelhardt children, her own mother, and later Marcus— not quite a 
daughter to anyone, nor a fully-realized mother figure. All this

6 Lauren Berlant, "Cruel Optimism," in T h e A ffect Theory Reader, eds. M elissa Gregg

7 Joanne V. Creighton, "Unliberated W om en in Joyce Carol Oates' Fiction," in Critical 

Essays on Joyce Carol Oates, eds. Linda W . W agner and James Nagel (Boston: G . K.
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compounded by her disgust for the sexual desires o f older men and her 
concomitant desire for the love o f one following her abandonment by her 
father, the novel traces her entry into adulthood, which is marked not by 
her previous sexual experience or her work as a nanny, but by her 
happenstance meeting with Marcus during her daily outing with her 
young charges while she lingers outside o f a coastal boutique, eyeing a 
piece o f expensive lingerie.8 W hat is perhaps most peculiar about Katya’s 
incremental development away from childhood is that the near seamless 
blending of narrative voice and Katya’s inner dialogue insists at every turn 
of the page that desire is a psychological remnant o f childhood, made 
basic and violent by desperation and want. Indeed, as the intimacy 
between Katya and Marcus develops, their experiences o f desire result in 
Katya’s betrayal and abuse by older men and Marcus’ brutal and near- 
fatal beating.

In teasing out the dynamics o f Katya and Marcus’ relationship, at its 
heart, the narrative addresses the vicissitudes o f childhood desire. As the 
narrative progresses, this desire increasingly manifests as a source o f 
danger and horror, and indicates the growing psychological perversions 
o f the novel’s characters. As this paper shall seek to confirm, Freudian 
or psychoanalytic analysis is particularly well-suited to a study of this 
novel’s type of affective horror. Oates herself seems to guide us towards 
this sort o f reading— beyond the behaviours and appetites belonging to 
both Katya and Marcus, and with which the larger portion of this paper 
shall engage, Oates provides us with a direct reference to Freudian theory 
when Marcus quotes a well-known passage, excerpted from Freud’s 
Civilization and its Discontents'. "Freud said, 'Beauty has no discernible 
use. Yet without it, life would be unbearable.'"9 To set the novel’s tenor,

8 Joyce Carol Oates, A  Fair M aiden (New York: First M ariner Books, 2010), 27 -8 .

9 Ibid., 23. In Sigmund Freud’s Civilization and its Discontents, trans. Joan Riviere, 
(Garden City, N .Y .: Doubleday, 1958), the fuller passage reads as follows: "The 

enjoyment o f beauty produces a particular, mildly intoxicating kind o f sensation. There is 
no very evident use in beauty; the necessity o f it for cultural purposes is not apparent, and 
yet civilization could not do without it. T h e  science o f  aesthetics investigates the 

conditions in which things are regarded as beautiful; it can give no explanation o f the 
nature or origin o f beauty; as usual, its lack o f  results is concealed under a flood o f 

resounding and meaningless words. Unfortunately, psychoanalysis, too, has less to say 
about beauty than about most things. Its derivation from the realms o f sexual sensation is 
all that seems certain; the love o f  beauty is a perfect example o f a feeling with an inhibited 

aim. ‘Beauty’ and ‘attraction’ are first o f all the attributes o f a sexual object. I t  is 
remarkable that the genitals themselves, the sight o f  which is always exciting, are hardly
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Marcus’ words follow Katya’s first visit to his seaside manor, where she 
admires his countless glass sculptures o f extinct species o f flowers. These, 
for Katya, are beautiful, but "grotesquely shaped" and reminiscent o f "the 
smooth hairless vagina o f a young girl."10 As she reaches out to touch 
one of these fragile objects, the sharp glass opens her finger and causes 
her to bleed, all this unnoticed by Marcus, who "brood[s] over the glass 
flowers," caught by his obsession.11 Throughout the narrative, repeated 
interactions o f this nature occur between Katya and Marcus and lead to 
the novel’s almost pornographic and certainly violent climax, in which 
the narrator’s play on Katya’s and our respective positions as readers 
exposes us at once to the violence which Katya herself suffers and the 
violent desires which we explore through her perspective. Moreover, that 
same play reveals to us our own complicity in the enacting of such desires, 
since, in free indirect discourse with Katya, we become equal participants 
in violating others and, by extension, in doing violence to ourselves.

I f  a successful work of horror must affect its readers, A Fair M aiden 
works, then, precisely because it accesses its readers’ anxieties 
surrounding the terrible desires which unfold in the novel, affectively 
awakening our own Freudian fears, experiencing, to use a Freudian 
terminology, a return of the repressed through vicarious association with 
the novel’s characters. As a reader, and in the act o f reading, we become 
like Katya and Marcus— we occupy the psychological space assigned to 
us through the act o f narration, and through which the novel forces us to 
consciously examine the desiring responses which it stimulates within 
these characters and within ourselves. This meta-narrative dialogue so 
established thus effects within readers a kind o f Freudian self-recognition 
and constitutes the affective ends of the narrative itself. Hence while the 
narrative at first proceeds at a slow burn, much in line with Katya's own 
hesitant approach to Marcus and her increasingly precarious situation, 
the revulsion which accompanies the enacting of desire during the 
explosive denouement brands the reader as a voyeur who equally 
participates in and reproduces the perversions which, as the novel 
suggests, are ultimately a part o f a wider reality o f human experience. 
Oates’ canny crafting of the tale and her skillful interweaving of narrative 
thematics, especially during the careful denouement, create a lasting and

To Be Decided: Volume 2 - - Monsters and Beasts

ever regarded as beautiful; the quality o f beauty seems, on the other hand, to attach to 
certain secondary sexual characters," 25.
10 Oates, A  Fair M aiden, 22.

11 Ibid., 23.
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supremely troubling identification with the characters— the distressing 
acts with which the reader becomes complicit resist any sense of 
resolution.12 Coupled with the narrative’s unsatisfactory and decidedly 
vague conclusion which serves to maintain the reader’s connection with 
the characters, the novel ultimately refuses to afford the cathartic release 
o f the Freudian impulses contained therein, its final and greatest work of

Freudian Horror: Disturbing Doubling and Uncanny 

Action

Freud's theory of the Oedipus complex posits that a child's desires, 
specifically sexual in nature, develop during his or her first years, those 
desires oriented towards the parent o f the opposite sex. The two others 
to whom the child has been most exposed thus far in life, the parents 
represent the means by which the child may assert his or her sense of 
being in a system of identification, a set o f relations which, while 
establishing desire for one parent, thereby offers dominance over the 
other. As the oedipal boy desires his mother, so he must identify with 
and enter into competition with his father for the mother’s love; the 
oedipal girl in turn desires her father, and thus identifies with her 
mother-rival. In both cases, according to Freud, the child actively wishes 
to supplant and assume the sexual role o f the parent o f the same sex so as 
to fully obtain and possess the love and attention of the parent o f the 
opposite sex.13 This process o f identification manifests due to the child's 
egotistic love for his or her own body in tandem with the cathexis (or 
obsession) for an object o f sexual desire. W hile the boy may fully identify 
with the father due to anatomic consistencies in sexual organs, out of fear 
o f punishment and castration by the father he rejects his desire for the 
mother. The girl, on the other hand, similarly experiences desire for the 
mother, whereupon the discovery that the mother lacks the

12 In  his essay "[O n  Joyce Carol Oates]" in Critical Essays on Joyce Carol Oates (Boston: 

G . K. Hall, 1979), Alfred Kazin remarks that Oates "is too attentive to [her characters'] 
mysterious clamour to want to be an artist, to make the right and well-fitting structure"

(160), a comment which has earned a great deal o f critical attention in later scholarship on 
Oates' works. In  the case o f the novel discussed in this paper, Kazin's observation seems 
contrary to the rigorous composition o f dialogue and narrative. ^
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corresponding sexual attributes o f the father, a lack conferred upon her 
in simultaneous identification with the mother, the girl rejects her desire 
for the mother in anger and disgust. She then develops object-cathexis 
for her father in the hope that he may impart upon her his bodily 
wholeness if  not physically, then symbolically through the conception of 
a child. Unlike the boy’s active decision to turn from the mother in fear 
and anxiety, however, the girl passively relinquishes her cathexis for her 
father due to that desire remaining unfulfilled. As Freud asserts, in 
proceeding developmental stages the child fully represses his or her 
incestual inclinations and transfers such impulses to others outside of the 
family, retaining no conscious recollection of the initial oedipal 
experience.14 Freud maintains, however, that moments may occur when 
such desires, relegated to the unconscious mind, may become subject to 
reproduction, since repetition alone may serve to satisfy the unfulfilled 
sexual wish which is disavowed, but not erased, from the memory of 
childhood.15

In A Fair M aiden, Katya’s impulses are much in line with a 
psychoanalytic understanding of oedipal desire. Marilyn C. Wesley notes 
that many of Oates’ novels "are concerned with relations incestuous in 
tone, if  not in fact, between young girls and their fathers or figurative 
fathers. Incest, so qualified, is, in fact, one of the most important motifs 
in Oates' fiction."16 Katya's interactions with Marcus and what he means 
to her most explicitly represent and allow her to enact her desire for her 
perennially absent biological father, Jude Spivak. At the outset o f the

To Be Decided: Volume 2 - - Monsters and Beasts

14 Sigmund Freud, "The Passing o f the Oedipus Complex (1924)," in Collected Papers, 
Volume 2 : Clinical Papers, Papers on Technique, trans. Joan Riviere (London: Hogarth 

Press, 1950), 269-76 .
15 Freud, T he Interpretation o f Dreams, 207.
16 Marlilyn C . W esley, "Father-Daughter Incest as Social Transgression: A  Feminist 

Reading o f Joyce Carol Oates," W om en's Studies 21, no. 3 (1992): 251. Although 
W esley discusses the m otif o f incest as a means o f extending a feminist critique o f social 

structures and "the father who represents coercive restraint" (255-6), an observation not 
directly applicable to my study here, her argument contributes to an ongoing feminist 
conversation on Oates' works that variously interprets the thematics which I also discuss. 

See Brenda Daly's Lavish Self-Divisions: T he Novels o f Joyce Carol Oates (Mississippi: 
University Press o f  Mississippi, 1996); Marilyn C. Wesley's "Reverence, Rape, Resistance: 

Joyce Carol Oates and Feminist Film ," in M osaic: A  Journal for the Interdisciplinary 
Study o f Literature 32, no.2 (1999): 75 -85 ; Helene Meyers' Femicidal Fears: Narratives 
o f the G othic E xperience (Albany: State University o f New Y ork Press, 2001); and Tanya 

Horeck's "Lost Girls: T he Fiction o f Joyce Carol Oates," in Contemporary W om en's 
W riting 4, n o .l (2010): 24 -39 .
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novel, and with the Engelhardt children, Katya pauses before a coastal 
boutique advertising sleepwear and lingerie, where Marcus, passing by, 
stops to speak with her. Although she is unsettled by his interest, 
particularly by his offer to purchase for her a piece in red lace at which 
she had been gazing, she believes that he is sincere and charming, and 
"hopes that passersby might imagine them together, maybe related."17 
Thus ensues a series o f meetings where Katya calls on Marcus at his 
coastal manor, most o f which are inspired by, or result in, resurgences of 
memories concerning her father. A  compulsive gambler, Jude’s mantra- 
-"L e t the dice decide"— frequently precedes Kayta’s decisions to go to 
Marcus, particularly when she is in need of financial support.18 This 
Marcus offers to her in exchange for her services as a model, to which she 
reluctantly agrees: "Vaguely Katya nodded [...] she did feel, she supposed, 
some sort of rapport with this man that she'd never quite felt with any 
older man, she guessed. Her father had been much younger when she'd 
last seen him."19 Despite her anxiety during these sessions, especially 
regarding the growing contractual nature o f the relationship and the 
sexual tension building between them, she returns continuously for the 
money and intimacy that Marcus quietly offers her. The support which 
Marcus does provide affords Katya with a sense o f security and belonging 
which she does not know; her need for a father-figure is so overwhelming 
that, convinced that "So long as Mr. K idder sees me, I  am safe she falls 
asleep while the old man paints her portrait, recalling her father's 
departure from her childhood home.20 She then dreams that Jude 
watches her— when in fact it is Marcus. Immediately before Marcus 
wakes her, she hopes that " If  Katya became really beautiful, Daddy would 
be impressed and come to claim her."21 Indeed, Katya continually seeks 
to impress Marcus in place o f Jude, those words she chooses to speak to 
him calculated based upon her experience with older men, "with the hope 
of making them like her; making them feel that she was valuable to them; 
wrestling some of their power from them, if  but fleetingly. It was like 
provoking a boy or a man to want you."22 Later, impressing Marcus 
becomes analogous with placating him in his desires and obeying his

^  O^ites, A  Fair M aiden, 4-5
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commands in his studio, since "When he encountered opposition, he 
became infuriated. And this was so, Katya thought, for all the men she’d 
known, including her father. You do not contradict a man. I f  you  w an t him 
to love you, you  do not. "23 Increasingly, Marcus represents for Katya a 
father-figure, who, absent no longer, lavishes her with attention to an 
obsessive degree.24 Driven by a need for love, and believing that Marcus 
may offer her the type of love which she desperately desires, she begins 
to return his feelings— a love which she imagines may reconcile the pain 
and rejection that she associates with her mother.

Katya's relationship with her mother, Essie, is ambivalent; 
throughout the narrative, despite repeated attempts to reject her 
influence, Katya continuously identifies with her mother. As with 
Katya’s troubled longing for her father, the damaging familial dynamic 
between daughter and mother is best understood through the application 
of an appropriate psychoanalytic lens. In Nancy Chodorow's revision of 
the Oedipus complex, the specifically female oedipal stage is marked by 
a psychological complexity that extends beyond rejection of the mother. 
Rather, the daughter retains a fundamental association with the mother 
which is "pre-oedipal" and desexualized; due to this lasting identification, 
the girl realizes herself through a system of juxtaposition between self and 
other, which may extend to her adult relationships.25 In so doing, the girl 
may experience a failure to self-identify, or may conceive o f herself as "a 
continuation or extension" o f the mother and "later o f the world in 
general," reflected in a process o f doubling between mother and 
daughter.26 Similar to Katya’s internalization of her father's gambling 
mantra, she equally adopts her mother's words. As the narrative 
progresses, Essie’s typical rebuke— "Katya has a mouth on her! A mouth that 
wants s la p p in g— is assimilated with Katya’s opinion of herself and is 
expressed in Katya’s voice: "That look of Katya’s -  makes you want to 
slap it off her face. And that mouth of Katya's."27 Her unconscious 
identification with her mother’s words indicates her lingering desire for 
her mother's affection, particularly in situations where she identifies with

To Be Decided: Volume 2 - Ŝ S - Monsters and Beasts

24 For further comparisons between Marcus and Jude, see ibid, 5, 38, 51.

25 Nancy Chodorow, "Gender Differences in the Pre-Oedipal Period," in T he
Reproduction o f M othering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology o f Gender (Berkeley:

27 Oates, A  Fair M aiden, 6 ,2 7 .
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others as a mother herself. In debt and fearing incarceration, Essie calls 
Katya at the Engelhardt’s suburban home, desperate for financial 
assistance.28 This drives Katya to Marcus, and while she accepts Marcus' 
cheque with "childlike gratitude," it is in supervision of the Engelhardt 
children that Katya posts the money, "Thinking, Now M omma w il l  love 
me,"29 In satisfying her mother’s need as a mother-figure herself, Katya 
is better able to express her desires for love which, although located 
within behaviour associated with motherhood, are nonetheless those o f a 
child.

It  is not only by way of Marcus and Essie that Katya explores her 
childhood desires— Katya perceives, implicitly if  not explicitly, all adults 
as oedipal fathers and mothers, even as doubles o f one another, and by 
the end of the novel she is more fully engaged with a Freudian form of 
childhood desire which survives into adulthood. Her thoughts about 
Max Engelhardt, her employer and a father himself, are always 
predicated upon her motherly interactions with his children; during one 
such moment she recalls that "From time to time he’d tipped her -  'No 
need for Lorraine to know Katya. Just between you and me.'"30 Earlier, 
she connects words such as these with transgressive male sexual desire, 
more specifically with her initial fear concerning Marcus' designs: "Don't 
n eed  to te ll anyone was what men said, wanting to share a sex secret with 
a teenager."31 Katya's perception of Lorraine Engelhardt, Max’s wife, is 
conveyed with an ambiguity similar to Katya’s feelings concerning Essie. 
Katya attempts to identify with Lorraine as a child who imagines that she 
is subject to an evening curfew, her bedtime hour revoked by the sole 
exception that she "watch [...] late-night T V  movies with Mrs. 
Engelhardt weeknights when Mr. Engelhardt was in the city working," 
mother and daughter equally awaiting father's return.32 W hen Katya 
later returns to the household following the abuse she suffers, however, 
she interprets Lorraine's concern for her as jealousy: "She thinks I'm 
pregnant. She's anxious that the fa th e r  m ight be her husband."37, Katya’s 
interactions with all of narrative’s adult characters mark her psychological 
progress towards the realization of her oedipal desires. Rather than

^  1^ . ,  5 7  ̂ 6 8 .
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providing her with causes for self-censorship, her interactions 
increasingly motivate her conscious thought towards the possession and 
substitution of parental figures, all doubled and reflective o f one another. 
Her thoughts of her place within the Engelhardt family as Lorraine's 
potential sexual successor, much like her thoughts o f Marcus and of 
Essie, suggest that, throughout the course o f the novel, Katya herself 
undergoes a transformation from oedipal child to oedipal mother.

Katya’s transformation, however, does not occur within a vacuum. 
Due to our own readerly limitation in free indirect discourse with Katya’s 
perspective, we are not often made privy to Marcus’ inner dialogue. 
Nonetheless, there exist signs within the narrative that Marcus’ desires 
affect Katya’s experience and these furthermore disclose to us his own 
oedipal obsession; like Katya, Marcus exhibits behaviours which are 
suggestive of his need to fulfill the childhood wish to supplant and possess 
parental figures. Despite his cordial bearing, and to her unease, Katya 
notes almost immediately upon arriving at his manor for the first time 
that Marcus’ gaze belies his hunger for her: "in his face was a sick-sinking 
expression of something like abject and raw desire he hoped to 
disguise."34 He reveals to Katya in confidence that he considers himself 
"at this advanced age yet a child," and later requests that she address him 
by his given name, since "Mr. Kidder is -  was -  my elderly father," who 
"scarcely deserves you"  his words a sign of an oedipal competition for 
some kind of mother-figure.35 As the treacherous intimacy between 
them develops, more and more Marcus seeks to separate Katya from any 
pre-existing attachments, desiring union with her alone: while Katya 
frequently uses the Engelhardts and her work as an excuse to escape from 
Marcus and his advances, he attempts to replace her employers, 
promising her large sums for her work in his studio and deriding her for 
her "perversely attached" desire to return to the relative safety o f the 
Engelhardt home after her modelling.36 His ultimate aim in so doing is 
to create a "perfect likeness"— Katya at first assumes this has to do with 
the practice o f his portraiture, yet it soon adopts a more sinister colour, 
as Katya herself becomes Marcus’ project.37 Hence, while Marcus never 
explicitly elaborates upon what this ‘likeness’ may be, he does mention

36 Ibid., 133. On Marcus’ contempt for the Engelhardts, see 5, 29 , 64 -5 , 6 6 ,1 1 9 . O n the
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his belief that Katya is his "soul mate," and his manoeuvrings suggest that 
his goal in drawing Katya closer to him is one o f becoming, which will 
serve to shape Katya into an image of his desire.38

The oedipal desires o f both Katya and Marcus are underlined in the 
narrative’s increasingly distressing descriptions of the characters’ 
perversions by distinct moments which we may consider as uncanny— or 
unheimlich, that which causes fear, discomfort, and is what "ought to have 
remained secret and hidden but has come to light"— and which Freud 
links with mental disturbances arising from a re-presentation of 
childhood experience.39 While the encounter with a ‘double’ of the self 
or o f an object o f fear or desire may cause a resurgence of oedipal 
obsessions, that which is experienced as uncanny is always predicated 
upon "something repressed which recurs."m Marcus’ use o f the word 
"heimweh, homesickness" to describe his sensation upon first seeing Katya 
on the coast is fitting; he continues, "A yearning for home, but for 
something more -  a past self, perhaps. A  lost self."41 Katya reminds 
Marcus o f a girl named Naomi, whom he lost in his youth, and who 
eventually represents for Marcus an "incomplete Katya," an earlier version 
of himself, or a past state o f object-cathexis, projected onto Katya as a 
substitute, as an object or a ‘perfect likeness’ through which he may 
manifest his repressed or previously disappointed desires.42 Similarly, 
Katya's own uncanny experience suggests that while Marcus desires some 
kind of mother-figure through which he might realize himself, Katya, in 
identification with her own mother, becomes that figure in her desire for 
a father. Her transformation is marked throughout the narrative by a 
symbol o f womanhood— the red lace lingerie that frames Katya and 
Marcus' first meeting. Marcus does purchase this for her, but when he 
first presents it as a gift, Katya rejects it angrily, along with its "absurd" 
implications.43 She later dons the gift in his presence, however, and 
experiences a flurry o f violent emotions stemming directly from the 
recollection that "Her mother wore lingerie like this."44 In this moment,

39 Sigmund Freud, "The Uncanny," in Literary Theory: A n Anthology 2nd ed, eds. Julie
Rivkin and M ichael Ryan, trans. James Strachey (Singapore: Blackwell, 2004), 418-20.

2  O^tes, A  Fair M aiden, 42.
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Katya internalizes Marcus' desire and simultaneously projects her own 
upon him: "He wants to marry m e! Or maybe adopt me.'HS This oedipal 
transformation is mirrored in her desire to possess Marcus such that she 
enjoys the fact that "Naomi is dead"  she recognizes that she has replaced 
Naomi as Marcus' object o f desire— a recognition which in turn satisfies 
her need for the love o f a desiring other who for her occupies a paternal 
role.46

The transgressive oedipal desires o f both characters culminate in the 
denouement's vicious and almost pornographic acts, Katya's final 
modelling session, during which Marcus adulterates Katya's wine (while 
not explicitly revealed to us, Katya's physical reaction and Marcus' later 
admission that he has painkillers in his possession is evidence enough).47 
W e subsequently follow Katya’s dimmed awareness o f what can only be 
her rape, her confused inner dialogue decidedly against that which she is 
powerless to stop. The narrative voice then shifts between Katya's and 
Marcus' perspectives, where Marcus' voice recites a faerie tale about a 
King who, pursued by the monster Death, finds salvation in a Fair 
Maiden, effectively delivering him from the monster in the alternative 
form of death that she provides.48 W hen Katya awakes, however, it is 
Marcus who embodies Death— suddenly "ghastly, ghoulish," he reveals 
to her that cancer will eventually end his life.49 It is his wish that she 
become the Fair Maiden and assist in his suicide using those same drugs 
by which he has rendered her vulnerable. Horrified, with her desires both 
realized and transgressed, she flees his presence which is so much akin 
now not to her father, but to "her own grandfather Spivak [...] an elderly 
sick pitiable man yet like a vulture, the hungry eyes, the disgusting mouth 
sucking at her energy."50 In enacting the violence of his desire upon 
Katya, Marcus transforms from a surrogate-father and a lover into an 
animal-father, a dehumanized monster o f oedipal desire and a harbinger 
of the fear and disgust which Katya has struggled to repress and from 
which she has been attempting to escape all along.

Bewildered and afraid, Katya quickly transfers her desire and her 
illusions to her cousin Roy Mraz, heretofore physically absent from the

To Be Decided: Volume 2 - - Monsters and Beasts
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narrative and another object o f affection, the only other man with whom 
she has had sexual experience. Katya calls Roy "in the voice o f a hurt and 
vindictive child," inciting him to take revenge on her behalf.51 When Roy 
arrives, however, in another instance of doubling, he gives her 
methamphetamine drugs and "Pulling impatiently at her [...] as a child 
might," proceeds to abuse her.52 Katya then leads Roy to Marcus where 
Roy brutally assaults the artist, telling the old man that he "owes" them 
for Katya’s suffering.53 To the ensuing sound of Roy’s pealing laughter, 
Marcus, described here as a vulnerable "elderly man," is finally left 
crippled. Herself bleeding from Roy’s indiscriminate violence and staring 
in "horror," railing inwardly at her betrayal o f the dying man who had 
once been so kind to her, Katya's narration sets her sympathy for Marcus 
into relation with Roy's lack thereof.54 In one final act o f (cruelly ironic) 
violence, Roy informs Katya that Jude Spivak has been dead since Katya’s 
childhood, murdered at some undisclosed time and location by his 
creditors— to which Katya responds by fleeing and contacting emergency 
services with the hope that Marcus might be saved.55 The abuse to which 
both characters are subjected, and the objectification to which both 
subject each other, here results in what may most directly be identified as 
that which positions the novel in the genre o f horror in its unrelenting, 
almost pornographic explosion of violence— for which its eerie 
psychological cadences have thus far not prepared us.

Affective Horror: The Cathartic Impulse Denied

Beyond the horror that we may feel towards the narrative action at 
face-value, however, what is it precisely about the novel that is so 
personally disturbing for its readers? How do we engage with these 
events and the characters who catalyze them when they are so shocking 
and so perverse that they feel foreign to us? W hat is perhaps most 
unsettling is the system of identification between character and reader, 
dependent upon the narrative processes by which both Katya and Marcus 
are humanized. As in the tacitly contractual relationship between Katya 
and Marcus, in a process o f doubling projected onto us as readers, we 
become subject to the violence that the characters experience. Peter

54 Ibid., 149-51
55 Ibid., 151-2.
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Brooks suggests that narratives occur "in situation  between teller and 
listener" and in the act o f receiving a tale, audiences become complicit in 
the "violation" o f self which would otherwise remain separate from the 
text.56 Audiences enter into "a place of rhetorical exchange," a space of 
"transaction" or "transference" which "becomes the space [...] in which 
affect [...] is acted out."57 Affect is at work in A Fair M aiden  as we 
internalize its narrative, experiencing our own responses which are 
simultaneously products of, and autonomous to, the narrative situation. 
And I am inclined to argue that the narrative situation, as well as our 
situation within the narrative, is not broken by its violence. On 
pornography in narrative, Slavoj Zizek suggests that the explicitness of 
the sexual act causes us to lose "our balance [when] following] the 
narration with the usual disavowed belief in the diagetic reality. The 
sexual act [...] undermin[es] the consistency" o f the text.58 Katya's 
descriptions, the first moments o f violence which threaten to dislodge us 
from our identificatory reading relationship, are borderline 
pornographic— there is no doubt as to what unfolds, and the language is 
certainly explicit— but the context into which we are placed serves to 
mask the acts as in the haze of ingested drugs. The ways in which Katya 
is abused and by which the narrative disabuses its readers is mediated in 
such a way that the acts are made real only through our own interpretive 
and mnemonic reading processes. W hat is horrible, then, is the novel's 
play on ambiguity; we are jarred, but never afforded the opportunity to 
sunder ourselves from the narrative account.

Furthermore, while we may reject Roy's actions (as Katya does), 
Marcus' are digested by a narrator in free indirect discourse with Katya. 
W e are thereby impelled to sympathize not only with her, but with 
Marcus, as well; Katya explicitly sympathizes with Marcus, but never 
provides us with more justification than the fact that she loves him, and 
that, in the wake of her father's death, he is the only man who loves her.59 
W e may extend such reasoning to her desire for a father-surrogate, but 
in so doing we must also follow Katya's psychological process: as 
established by her relationship with her mother, she is only able to

36 Peter Brooks, "Narrative Transaction and Transference," in Reading for the Plot:
Design and Intention in Narrative (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984), 216 -8 .

38 Savoj Zizek, Looking Awry: A n Introduction to Jacques Lacan Through Popular

Culture (Cambridge: M IT  Press, 1992), 88.
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identify through comparison, through a process o f doubling by which she 
accesses the relational subjectivities o f herself and of others. Juxtaposed 
with Roy, we notice that Marcus, although deranged, never genuinely 
desires to harm anyone, except, perhaps, himself. For Katya, this 
knowledge is enough to form a lasting love-attachment and it fuels her 
object-cathexis for her chosen father-surrogate. Moreover, through 
Katya, we identify with Marcus during his own victimization; although 
we should feel disgust for what he has done, we pity him, experiencing 
the horror which Katya feels towards herself for inciting Roy's brutality. 
Indeed, in mutual victimhood both Katya and Marcus are humanized, at 
once subjects and objects. The narrative itself makes available to the 
reader no comfortable position of rebuke— to reject one is to equally 
condone the other. The novel is designed to elicit such a conflicted 
response in its readers and necessitates our consideration of both 
characters' realities, which in turn elicits our disgust and self-horror, since 
in sympathy with either o f these characters, with them we inevitably 
explore and experience their desires. The narrative technique removes 
the distance we may enjoy between ourselves and the characters, and 
should we fully engage with either or both Katya and Marcus, the 
satisfaction of their desires equally fulfills our own which we have adopted 
through our free indirect discourse with them, the violence they enact 
that which we enact upon them by entering into complicity with the text.

Alongside the desire made real within us as readers in our 
participation with the text at hand, Oates’ novel refuses to satisfy our 
cathartic reading impulse, the means by which we may separate ourselves 
from the narrative.60 W e experience this refusal as a form of violence 
which the novel enacts upon us, which we enact upon ourselves, not only 
in concurrence with the denouement’s destructive desires, but during the 
novel’s unsatisfactory conclusion, as well. Mary Kathryn Grant notes that 
"A subtle type of violence Oates uses in her fiction is the deliberately [...] 
disconcerting absence o f a resolution;" rather, Oates' narratives "stop [...]

60 A  notion informed by the psychoanalytic theory o f transference, which posits that
patients and analysts enter into an affective relationship founded upon a mutual process o f

projection. This process is later marked by the reassertion o f individual psychological 
boundaries through cathartic release. See Freud, trans. Joan Riviere, "The Dynamics o f
the Transference (1912)," in Collected. Papers, Volume 2 : C lin ica l Papers, Papers on  Technique 
(London: Hogarth Press, 1950), 314; and Thom as H . Ogden, Projective Identification

and Psychotherapeutic Technique (New York: J .  Aronson, 1982), 12.
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before catharsis and the effect is shock, not relief or release."61 Katya later 
discovers that Marcus survives Roy’s beating, and as Bayhead Harbour 
police search for "Two Caucasian males [...] Katya was given to know that 
Marcus Kidder had forgiven her."62 He then summons her for one final 
meeting, where they both more fully explore their oedipal roles. Before 
entering Marcus’ home, Katya imaginatively cries out the words 
"Mommy! Daddy\" and the narrative voice then separates itself from her 
thoughts for one uncharacteristic interjection: "As through our lives such 
sensations overcome us. Springing out of nowhere to threaten our souls 
with extinction but then, as abruptly as they've appeared, they disappear. 
Or so we wish to think."63 Inside, as Katya approaches Marcus' deathbed, 
that voice reminds us that we are not so different, that our experiences 
are the same. Informed that they are to be married immediately, with 
motherly tenderness Katya feeds Marcus his painkillers, holding him 
"tight, and snug, as at times, when three-year-old Tricia Engelhardt had 
been frightened of going to sleep, Katya had done."64 Finally, the two 
sleep; when Katya awakes, she "grip[s] the old man’s fingers, now 
stiffened with cold."65 Such is the conclusion that both Katya and her 
readers are afforded. Berlant's notion of "cruel optimism" is particularly 
fitting: she posits that "all objects or scenes o f desire are problematic in 
that investments in them and projections onto them are less about them 
than about what cluster o f desires and affects we can manage to keep 
magnetized to them."66 Just as the text affectively projects onto and 
fosters within its readers a host o f Freudian fears, we project onto it the 
desire for reconciliation, for cathartic release of its (and our) disturbing 
desires, a release which the narrative summarily denies. Hence we 
maintain that ‘magnetized’ desire which connects us to Katya— still 
confused in her uncomfortable, liminal state, still clinging tightly to those 
cold fingers o f optimistic hope, still thoroughly disappointed by the 
cruelty of her circumstances, those terrible oedipal desires made 
unwholesomely real. Our optimism that the narrative will fulfill the 
promise o f resolution and allow us to renounce the desires generated by

61 M ary Kathryn Grant, T h e  Tragic Vision o f Joyce Carol Oates (Durham: Duke

66 Berlant, "Cruel Optimism," 94.
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the story results only in our disappointment, since the narrator refuses to 
provide us with the means to re-repress those desires, or to exit out of 
complicity with the text. W e are instead left with the unsettling feeling 
that, like Katya, we have somehow failed to resolve those problems 
presented to us as inherent to the human condition and which, by 
extension, come to inform our experience o f reality.

As one final remark, I will concede that, like any other text, Oates' 
novel is subject to interpretation, to our subjective readings based upon 
our own respective psychological states and the analytical framework by 
which we might desire to read a piece o f literature. As Freud submits, 
however, "Suggestion is supposed to be able to do anything, and our 
successes would then be results o f suggestion and not o f psycho
analysis."67 W hat remains, then, is to assess whether the novel truly is as 
successful in eliciting our fear and anxiety— our horror in response to the 
monsters about which we read in the narrative and in ourselves— as I have 
suggested here.

Delivered Before the Second International Psycho-Analytical Congress at Nuremberg in 

1910," in Collected Papers, Volume 2: Clinical Papers, Papers on Technique, trans. Joan
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